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Executive Summary

The changing consumer and shopper landscape 
represents an enormous growth opportunity for 
savvy CPG marketers. 
An evolving competitive landscape and shifting shopper 
dynamics are changing the way CPG shopping is done. 
The shopper is in control and looking for a whole new 
level of personalization, forcing CPG manufacturers 
and retailers to rethink long-held strategies in order to 
capture attention and drive engagement. This is further 
complicated by the need for, and challenges associated 
with, an omnichannel pricing strategy.

Personalized pricing strategies will increase 
revenue and profit margins and enable promo-
tion optimization that will increase ROI by 5 to  
10 percent. 
Technology is enabling retailers and manufacturers to 
connect with and engage consumers in a more personal 
and targeted way. The integration of broader and more 
diverse data sets gives marketers a granular look at 
pricing-related situations across a variety of business 
situations. Integration of frequent shopper data brings 
depth of insight and concrete answers to vital questions 
around key targets and impacts of marketing efforts.

Taking the leap of faith is difficult. 
CPG manufacturers have long been relegated  
to one-dimensional pricing strategies crafted based on 
POS data alone. CPG marketers must up their game 
and invest in highly tuned strategies that consider a 
wide assortment of market dynamics, including trip 
mission, geography and consumer segment. Consumers 
are engaged and influenced only by messages that 
demonstrate a keen understanding of their needs and 
wants.

IRI’s personalized pricing solution reveals 
the ‘who,’ ‘how’ and ‘why’ of pricing and 
merchandising strategies, yielding up  
to 2 percent in annual growth. 
The hunt for value has not waned, and the meaning 
of value is unique to different shoppers, different trip 
missions, different geographies and more. IRI’s Liquid 
Data™ (ILD) platform integrates and analyzes a huge 
and quickly growing array of consumer (frequent 
shopper data) and market (POS) factors to help  
CPG marketers determine who sits where along the 
price-value spectrum and decode the “how” and “why” 
of pricing and promotion strategies.
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Change Brings Growth

The changing consumer and shopper landscape 
represents an enormous growth opportunity for 
savvy CPG marketers. 
The retail landscape has changed significantly during 
the past several years. Cross-channel shopping has 
escalated as consumers look far and wide to find the 
best deals and retail channel boundaries have blurred. 
Localization has moved to a whole new level, bringing 
growth to small-format stores and new perspective 
to some longtime industry giants. The digital 
evolution in CPG is now transforming localization 
to personalization, and shoppers are bombarded 
with targeted promotional messaging (e.g., email 
campaigns, apps, retailer loyalty programs), making it 
harder than ever to break through.

This changing consumer and shopper landscape 
is creating an enormous opportunity for savvy CPG 
marketers, but tapping into these opportunities 
requires an in-depth understanding of how shoppers 
view value, which means intimately understanding 

how different shoppers react to different price and 
promotion strategies. 

The future of CPG is about creating one-to-one shopper-
centric strategies that will drive growth by activating 
specific groups with personalized messages. With these 
strategies, based on our experience, it is estimated that 
every $1 invested in promotions will generate an extra 
$6 – $8 in sales. Plus, customized offers can reduce the 
need for direct price competition. By using analytical 
frameworks that integrate frequent shopper program 
(FSP) data with traditional POS and panel data, CPG 
marketers can truly understand shopper behavior relative 
to promotions. FSP data puts millions of consumers and 
billions of transactions into play, allowing for the assessment 
of price elasticities by granular shopper segments and 
the creation of more effective promotional strategies 
that are better aligned with the targeted audience. Such 
personalized pricing strategies will energize the brand’s fan 
base and spur purchase behavior, boosting topline sales 
and enhancing brand equity and brand loyalty.  
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Personalized Pricing Strategies Will Increase 
Revenue and Profit Margins and Enable 
Promotion Optimization That Will Increase  
ROI by 5 to 10 Percent.
One of the most promising opportunities stemming 
from the onslaught of big data and the rapid evolution 
of technology is the fact that retailers and manufacturers 
now have the ability to connect with and engage 
consumers in a more personal and targeted way. Where 
shopper insights, such as purchase, media, social, 
macro and loyalty data, used to be disconnected and 
underutilized, new technology and analytic know-how can 
now bring these disparate nuggets of data together in 
profound ways. This allows CPG manufacturers to better 
understand their core and target shopper and grow their 
business. CPG manufacturers that move quickly to take 
advantage of these analytic advancements will boost their 
revenue and profit margins. Based on IRI’s analysis of 
individual household shopping behaviors in reaction to 
personalization, companies that optimize merchandising 
tactics through such activation strategies will see increases 
in return on investment of 5 to 10 percent.

But getting pricing right means going beyond broad-
based initiatives that are limited to the use of traditional 
panel and/or POS insights. By integrating FSP into the 

mix, CPG marketers can get a granular look at pricing-
related situations across a variety of business situations, 
bringing a deep understanding of pricing behavior at 
the household level. Key questions answered through 
the integration of FSP data include:

• How do pricing changes impact key buying behav-
iors, such as penetration, purchase frequency and 
purchase size?

• Which shoppers did the strategies move the needle 
with? For instance, was it loyals or non-loyals, millen-
nials or boomers? 

• How do price elasticities vary by segment, and what 
are the dependent strategies that will optimize pricing?

• Are promotions subsidizing purchases rather than 
driving incremental sales? Is the behavior consistent 
across households? Who should I target to drive 
incrementality? 

• Did shoppers switch brands due to certain promotional 
tactics? If so, what percent of shoppers made the 
switch, and which shoppers? What share of wallet was 
captured? What is the retention rate post-promotion?

Personalized Pricing Drives ROI
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IRI’s Personalized Pricing Solution Reveals 
the ‘Who,’ ‘How’ and ‘Why’ of Pricing and 
Merchandising Strategies, Yielding up to  
2 Percent in Annual Growth. 
Historically, marketers haven’t had access to shopper- 
specific insights on the value of price change, ultimate-
ly leaving them uncertain as to how to differentially 
price items and hesitant to implement new pricing 
strategies. This has created one-dimensional pricing 
based on POS data alone. With increased access to 
the most granular shopper data, plus the technological 
platforms to integrate those vast data sets into a singu-
lar point of access, this challenge of personalized pric-
ing—once thought to be nearly impossible to achieve 
consistently—is now not only possible, but also a must 
in this competitive and fast-paced environment.

Really digging into what attracts shoppers and what 
encourages them to vote favorably with their wallets 
has, indeed, become a key to winning in the evolving 
CPG marketplace. It continues to be important  
in the post-downturn era, as the hunt for value has  
not waned. 

Getting pricing right has always been essential.  
In today’s marketplace, where shoppers are more 
in tune with options and willing to shop multiple 
channels to stretch their CPG dollars, price sensitivity 
is running high. And the higher the sensitivity, the 
more the shopper is in control. This means that CPG 
marketers must be very attuned to what key and target 
shoppers want and expect, what the comparable 
competition looks like, and how to add value to a 
product or service in tangible ways that will override 
or reduce price sensitivity.

IRI’s Liquid Data™ (ILD) platform is the industry’s 
leader for integrated data and predictive analytics 
capabilities. Its analytic horsepower enables mining 
a huge and quickly growing array of consumer and 
market factors to help CPG marketers determine  
who sits where along the price-value spectrum  
and decode the “how” and “why” of pricing and 
promotion strategies.

This integrated cloud of big data links POS data  
with FSP-driven data on the purchase and shopping 
behavior of individual households. Our clients can now 
extend their robust market-level understanding from 
POS to consumer segment and individual household 
level insights, providing a deep understanding of 
behavior shifts due to pricing and merchandising 
strategies. This integration properly accounts for 
a multitude of data sources and factors that drive 
purchase decisions, including:

• POS Sales—Complete market coverage, down  
to store-level measurement granularity

• POS Causal Variables—In-store actions for focus 
products and competitors

• External Factors—Broader macroeconomic factors 
such as gas prices and unemployment, as well as 
holidays, weather and incidence

• Experian / LiveRamp—Detailed demographic and 
psychographic information to better understand 
the “who,” allowing for dynamic and custom 
segments

• FSP—Alliances with more than 25 retailers, giving IRI 
access to data from more than 4,000 stores and 60 
million households, worth more than $100 billion 
in sales; longitudinal household purchase behavior 
allowing for the creation of dynamic behavioral 
segments

By leveraging personalized pricing models, CPG man-
ufacturers can increase the accuracy of the projected 
impact of price changes, ultimately minimizing the risk 
of missed sales opportunities. The granularity provided 
by these pricing models can reveal a detailed picture 
of impact across merchandising tactics so that market-
ers can pick and choose the most effective tactics for 
any given objective. This, when combined with a stra-
tegically designed price pack architecture (PPA), aligns 
prices to individual segments, yielding even better 
revenue growth and price realization. 
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For instance, in a recent analysis for a snack manufac-
turer, IRI revealed that loyal brand buyers react more 
strongly to base price changes, while brand non-loyals 
react more strongly to promotional price changes and 
quality merchandising tactics (see exhibit 1). 
Opportunity analysis revealed that using aggregate 
(non-segmented) pricing models overestimated the 
potential from pricing and promotion tactics by more 
than $14 million. 

In addition to improving accuracy of the impact, 
IRI’s granular pricing models charted a path that 
allowed the client to customize merchandising 

strategies to meet multiple objectives: retain 
loyal brand buyers through strategic longer-term 
pricing maneuvers and implement promotional 
pricing strategies to capitalize on short-term tactical 
opportunities to drive penetration by converting 
non-loyal shoppers to buyers. The client was able 
to leverage this information to collaborate with its 
partners to target loyal brand buyers and non-loyals 
through in-store marketing programs. 

Similarly, consumers across different demographic-
based segments react quite differently to various 

E X H I B I T  1

Brand loyals have stronger reactions to base price changes, while non-loyals are 
more influenced by price reductions and other merchandising tactics.

Source: IRI Revenue Growth Management Analysis
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E X H I B I T  2

Millennials are less sensitive to base price changes but react strongly  
to merchandising, especially feature and display-combined strategies.

Category 
Volume Impact of 10% Decrease in Price: Index vs. All Shoppers, Base Price Change

Index: Average = 100

pricing scenarios. A study commissioned by a cold 
cereal manufacturer recently revealed that millennial 
shoppers are much less sensitive to price changes 
in the category but react strongly to changes across 
quality merchandising tactics (see exhibit 2). In this 
instance, feature and display-combined flights  
were impactful across demographic segments,  
but the impact was even more powerful among 
millennial shoppers.

Using store clustering algorithms, IRI identified 
designated market areas (DMA) with higher revalence 
of millennials as an ideal area to shift promotional 
strategies. By shifting from deeper discounts to more 

frequent promotional tactics with in-store displays 
in specific markets, the client was able to improve 
revenues for its brand as well as for the category, 
once again underscoring the power of personalized 
pricing strategies.

With so many messages and potential solutions 
competing for consumers’ attention and share of 
wallet, CPG manufacturers and retailers need to know 
how to target consumers more tightly and efficiently 
than ever before. And, of course, they must have a 
targeted promotional strategy that will maximize ROI. 
Consider two shoppers in the bottled water category. 
In the past, both may have received a blanket discount 
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of $0.75 on the purchase of Brand A water. But, with 
today’s more granular data, this needn’t be the case. 
For a shopper with affinity to Brand A, a $0.50 discount 
for Brand A bottled water will be enough to entice 
a purchase of that item over competing products. 
However, for another heavy bottled water buyer, who 
does not purchase Brand A, a higher offer of $0.75 
off provides a little more enticement to take a chance 
on a new brand experience. By accounting for these 
different consumer needs and affinities, manufacturers 
can achieve multiple objectives (drive brand loyalty with 
one segment and brand switching with another) with the 
same promotional campaign. 

Similarly, CPG manufacturers must consider broader 
household dynamics and trip mission variables. Offering 
a blanket money-off discount across the board leaves 
money on the table. For example, a shopper whose data 
hints at a larger family size should receive a discount on 
a larger box of laundry detergent. Meanwhile, another 
shopper, who appears to have a smaller household, 
should receive the discount on a smaller package.

Armed with such detailed insights, the next—and equally 
challenging—step is the development and execution 
of the shopper activation strategy. Ideally, activation is 
a collaborative exercise between manufacturers and 
retailers. The level of sophistication of the activation 
program will vary greatly depending upon level of 
collaboration and degree of organizational readiness. 
Still, any move toward personalized pricing is a step in 
the right direction.

Activating Personalized Pricing Strategies

Manufacturers must tailor their pricing programs at the 
channel and retail banner level. Close collaboration 
with retailer partners enhances personalization 
opportunities—activation through loyalty programs, 
store clustering, DMA-based analytics, etc. Through 
IRI’s personalized pricing platform, manufacturers 
can identify characteristics of the target brand’s most 
relevant and profitable shoppers in each of these 
scenarios and personalize based on those features. 
The platform arms CPG manufacturers with critical 
insights on shopper behavior to enable smarter, more 
engaging discussions with their retailer partners on 
merchandising strategies.  

Even without manufacturer-retailer collaboration, 
technology provides opportunities to bring 
personalization to broad marketing strategies. IRI’s 
recent Point of View report, “Drive Growth through 
Media Parity: Shifting 10 Percent of Promotion Spending 
to Media Advertising Will Increase Marketing ROI by 
10 to 25 Percent,” explores the benefits of balancing 
spending across promotional and media platforms. The 
report also details opportunities to increase impact by 
connecting with core shoppers at key touchpoints along 
the shopper journey with tailored messaging designed 
to build brand equity.

With increasingly sophisticated activation and target-
ing mechanisms, predictive modeling, and on-the-fly 
measurement and optimization exercises, the impact of 
personalized strategies will rise, increasing organization-
al buy-in and setting the stage for more frequent and 
increasingly effective shopper engagement programs.
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Source: IRI Revenue Growth Management Analysis

POS data often reveals that pricing strategies have 
different impacts across geographies. FSP data  
helps marketers delve deeper to understand the 
behavioral nuances by individual households, so that 
execution can be adjusted to maximize impact in 
individual geographies.

IRI recently did an analysis of DMA-based segments for 
a cereal manufacturer. The client was looking to develop 
multiple campaigns, each optimized against specific 
geographies to reflect the mix of shoppers and their 
price sensitivities to the brand (see exhibit 3). Through the 
integration of disparate data sets and analytic know-how, 
the IRI team was able to delve into various household-

level factors affecting behavior, including socioeconomic 
influencers, high/medium/low buyers, loyals/non-loyals 
and promotional messaging. The analysis revealed, for 
instance, that Philadelphia-based households consistently 
spend an average of 7 percent more than Baltimore-
Washington households per purchase occasion in the 
category, yet their brand-level spending is about the 
same in both DMAs. This occurred despite higher units 
per occasion for the brand in Philadelphia. Philadelphia 
households bought much smaller brand package sizes, 
and this was mainly driven by high buyers. This finding 
enabled the brand to develop a strategy to promote 
different pack sizes in different DMA, driving higher 
volume and revenues.

E X H I B I T  3

Geographic factors have a significant impact on purchase attitudes and behaviors,  
as well as on level of sensitivity to price and promotion changes. 
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Data and information have fundamentally shifted 
how CPG manufacturers get to know their shoppers 
and build ongoing and impactful relationships with 
them. By adeptly integrating these vast streams 
of information, CPG manufacturers can develop 

Conclusion

highly targeted pricing strategies that reflect a keen 
understanding of each shopper and each unique 
shopping mission and execute those strategies in  
a way that reduces waste and boosts ROI and  
shopper loyalty.



R E S O U R C E S

IRI’s Personalized Pricing solution integrates longitudinal household transaction data with POS in-store casuals 
and external factors to create a clear picture of the “who” and “how” around pricing and merchandising tactics.  
Through an in-depth assessment of individual household shopping behavior leveraging frequent shopper data, 
this model helps develop targeted promotion strategies to improve ROI by 5 to10 percent.
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